
Royal Room News 
Prince Dead. Royal Friend Missing 

When interviewed, at the site  the royal, 

educated physician explained “I in my life 

time have never seen such an episode.” 

Most people have stated Otto’s death was 

peculiar. The police men have strongly  

expressed that they will not rest until 

they solve this case. A servant said, “I felt  

devastated whilst  carrying the body of 

Prince Otto.” Princess Mariposa has de-

clined to speak. Ever since the death the 

guards have been shivering non-stop and 

declined to say anything. 

Horror has struck at the royal palace, 
which has affected the whole  

community. Yesterday, the diamond  
encrusted sledge, bolted like lightning 
towards the palace. According to a  

witness, our beloved Prince Otto is 
DEAD .  Baron Stelgratz  (a royal, 
cherished friend.) was reported  

MISSING. Besides this tragedy, the 
well-known Prince Florian is safe and 

sound. 

 Yesterday at approximately  9:00pm, 
the alarm was raised  at the palace 

gates. The guard on duty was surprised 
to see a commotion down the path into 
the woods. The diamond encrusted,  

delicate sledge came zooming towards 
the palace. The guard opened the gates 
to avoid a crash. It is said the Princes 

came back 2 days after they departed 
for there hunting trip. The horses 

mouths were full of foam. When they  
arrived Prince Otto was still lashing the 
rope (which were attached to the poor 

horses.) They called the royal physician  
(a well cultivated  man.) Resuscitation 
was performed. Sadly, our beloved 

Prince Otto was stated dead at 10:00pm. 
But apparently,  Prince Otto’s heart was 
replaced with CLOCKWORK. Everyone  

is relieved that Prince Florian is ok. 

Local police are requesting if anyone has 
seen the royal sledge in the last 48 hours. 

At present, no one has seen the sledge if 
you have, please report to a police station. 
We hope the suspect will be caught. We 

will forever mourn the death of Prince Ot-
to’s death. 

 

Horse in fear after being whipped . 
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